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Dear reader, we are delighted to 

bring you yet another edition of 

Arête. We have endeavoured to 

make each edition of Arête as fresh 

and content rich as possible. This 

time around we have added new 

case studies and knowledge 

nuggets, which we’re sure you will 

find intriguing and enlightening. 

Please feel free to share your 

thoughts and views by writing to us at 

knowledge@ssa-solutions.com. 

Happy reading! 
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Chairman's desk 

Dear reader, welcome to a new edition of Arete. In this edition, we feature brand new case studies and 

knowledge nuggets. We feature two case studies on throughput improvement through Lean techniques. 

In the knowledge nugget section you will learn more about VOC & VOB from one of our archive videos. 

From the news pages, we share the success of our two recent conferences: Lean Leader’s Forum 

(Muscat) Value Engineering Conference (Mumbai). A new addition to the newsletter this month is my 

personal endeavour, “Pragmatic Leader of the Month” where I will feature one inspiring leader each 

month and learn from their pragmatic wisdom. Last but not least, we are excited to announce our 

upcoming program on Lean Awareness Workshop in Muscat on 21st January, 2019.  

Wish you a happy reading and, as always, I welcome your feedback! 



Case Study 1: Lean Transformation in Cable Manufacturing Industry 

Situation: This assignment aided one of the leading cable manufacturers 
of Oman to improve the business profitability by elimination of wastes 
through structured Lean approach 

Actions taken: Improvement areas were identified across material 
wastages, material efficiency, structural efficiency, consumption of 
utilities, consumption of spare parts and consumables, setting up of 
systems for capturing cost of poor quality and IT infrastructure 
improvements. The improvements were implemented through Lean. 

Results: Significant improvements were achieved that reduced the 
costs of consumption of material, electricity and other utilities, which 
had a direct impact on the business profitability. 



Situation – deep dive 

ABC Ltd (name changed to protect confidentiality) is a leading manufacturer 

of electrical cables in the country. SSA supported the company’s drive for 

improvement in business profitability and processes that would bolster hard-

cash savings. The approach covered the following areas: 

a) Material efficiency by systematic root-cause analysis and implementation 

of counter-measures 

b) Efficiency in consumption of utilities by setting calculated targets for itself 

c) Efficiency in consumption of spare parts and consumables by setting a 

benchmark, keeping in mind its sister companies 

d) Establishing a system to capture the money lost through material, labour or 

other elements 

e) Upgrading the existing systems to provide greater cost-benefit ratio 



Actions Taken – deep dive 

The project was approached in five stages: RMAOR 

1. Recognize (R): In this phase, majority of the time was spent in finalizing the scope of the 
projects. With a scope clear in mind, the projects run smoothly with a clear agenda in 
mind.  

2. Measure (M): In this phase, the current health of the KPIs were measured, and the current 
health of the processes which are in scope of the project. Baseline capability of the 
processes were identified.  

3. Analyze (A): In this phase, the problems across the projects were analyzed and 
supported by statistics. Lean tools such as Fishbone Diagram were utilized and 
identification of flow detractors was undertaken 

4. Optimize (O): With problems analysed statistically and targets in mind, brainstorming for 
solutions to optimize the KPIs was undertaken at this stage. Effort-benefit matrices for 
various solutions was used and the ideal solutions were agreed upon for full-scale 
implementation. 

5. Repeatability (R): Upon the implementation of the solutions, the solutions were monitored 
and the relevant KPIs were tracked for signs for improvement.  

A overwhelmingly positive result which ensued from the team efforts were recorded and 
appreciated by the management through SSA’s frequent meetings. 



Actions Taken – deep dive 

Value Stream Mapping 
exercise was performed in 
March 2018 

High level projects were identified 
during the exercise. Data 

requirements were identified. 



Data Visualization & Root Causes
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Since February 2018 saw the best performance of the year 
of 2018, 1.99 KWh / Production Time is the target for this 
project

Total Machines - 2017 65

Total Consumption of Machines 40,940,331 KW 

12 Machines (6 machines 
excluding WD)

4,616,071 KW

Target reduction of consumption 5 %

Consumption after Reduction (B) 4,385,268 KW

Saving in Consumption of 
Electricity (C)

230,804 KW

Reduction of consumption of ElectricityProject Title

Consumption of Electricity as per the Standard Hours of 12 of 
top consuming machinesKPI

Metric Baseline Target

Savings of 0.66 Million KWh

Savings

KWh / Minute 2.17 1.99

Potential Reduction through Speed 
Optimization
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Speed vs Quality Study

Elimination of Over-Processing (Annealing 
Process)

Consumption before elimination of FWD = 850 
KW / hr
Consumption after elimination of annealing in 
FWD = 
425 KW / hr 

Overall consumption before / year = 4,419,270 
KWh
Overall consumption savings after / year = 
1,767,708 KWh

Typical A3

Solution Selection



Economizing Packaging for Cables Project Title 

1a] 1,066 deliveries made in 1 year for 3x185 Cables. Currently, 5 drums are fit on 1 truck for every deliveries. 
1b] The oversized drums for 3x185 are utilizing more material, leading to additional Profit Leakage 
 
2] Currently the thickness of the wooden batons are 22 and 27 mm respectively. By reducing the thickness from 22 
to 17 mm, ABC Ltd can save OMR XX/ year based on 2018 consumption data. 

Problem Statement 

Sample Solutions Root Causes 

I-bean  
initiative 

not taken 
before 

Wooden Drum 
Planting 

Expensive 

ABC Ltd Policy 
earlier to 
paint all 
drums 

Not  
considered as 

Saving 
Potential in  

past 

Drum size not 
reviews in past 

Drum size larger than required 

Additional Tie-rods in  
Wooden Drums 

Case 6 Case 4 

Case 1 

Case8 

Typical A3 

Solution Status 

Drum size reduction Reduced drum sizes 

Wooden Batten Reduced thickness of wooden battens 

Wrapping Material Changed wrapping material 

Tie-rods Reduced number of tie-rods 

Side & Centre Supports Removed side & centre supports 

I-Beam Changed the design of steel drums 



Results – deep dive 

 SSA’s support to the team encouraged Lean thinking 
and improvement opportunities arose, which were 
handled by the team for approval and 
implementation 

 Drastic reduction was brought in the costs 
associated with the overall product cost, aiming to 
improve the company’s profitability 

 The costs of consumption of utilities and material 
ensued from the deliberate Lean approach of 
elimination of wasteful usage and activities at the 
shopfloor 



Knowledge Nugget: VOC & VOB 

In this video, SSA’s Founder Chairman, NC Narayanan 

(NC) talks about how VOC - Voice of the Customer 

can help in understanding the customers' 

requirements, whether they are internal or external, 

before you really scope the project.  

Click on the below link to view the video of the master 

facilitator:  

https://youtu.be/pvbT0b-iiEA  



Case Study 2: Throughput Improvement through Lean Deployment 

Situation: This assignment focused on increasing the production 
throughput by atleast 25% by re-engineering their production processes 
and developing the information flow velocity through lean in non-
manufacturing processes. 

Actions taken: SSA undertook a complete diagnostic study of the value 
stream with an aim to identify effectiveness of current manufacturing 
design and designing the future state end-to-end facility via 
demonstrator. Implementation plan to align future state support 
functions to Lean manufacturing. SSA also developed Tracking & 
Monitoring Systems 

Results: Redesigning of the core assembly processes resulting in 
debottlenecking of constraint operation thereby enhancing the 
production throughput. Significant reduction in Production lead time 
and improvement in monitoring systems via performance dashboards. 



Situation – deep dive 

ABC Ltd (name changed to protect confidentiality)  is a leading distributor 

and service provider of HVAC and plumbing products in the UAE. This 

assignment focused on increasing the production throughput by atleast 25%, 

developing the information flow velocity through lean in non-manufacturing 

processes. 

This project focused on: 

 Increasing the throughput by redesigning their core assembly process via 
demonstrator inculcating lean methodology based on diagnostic study 
of their entire value chain. 

 Gap identification between manufacturing and support functions. 
Design of future state to align support functions to Lean manufacturing 

 Visual factory production. Implementation of tracking & monitoring 
system.  



Actions Taken – deep dive 
• SSA embarked on the transformation journey through an executive leadership workshop 

• The Diagnose Phase (D1): In order for diagnosis to be accurate, SSA mapped an end-to-
end Value Chain (Brown paper mapping) to identify the pain areas across the entire 
value chain. Identifying the effectiveness of the current processes and setting up the 
baseline for future transformation. Detailed capacity calculation of the entire facility 
being carried out to gauge the constraint processes and available capacity in hand 

• The Design Phase (D2): SSA charted a Future State Value Stream Map via Demonstrator 
for the constrained manufacturing operation to re-engineer it. Detailed study of future 
process flow based on lean principles, resource identification, infrastructure & MHE 
identification were carried out. Full facility future state designs for horizontal deployment 
based on demonstrator output were created. 

• The Deployment Phase (D3): Deploying the demonstrator for the chosen product family 
and running it for few weeks. Collecting the data to demonstrate the success and 
debottlenecking the challenges in demonstrator. Post demonstrator success SSA 
embarked on the horizontal deployment with readiness of the entire facility (resource 
allocation, MHE readiness, storage systems, Kitting requirement, physical relocation of 
machines). Keen focus was attributed to Visual management of the entire facility which 
was facilitated by facility wide 5S event. Developing the information management 
system with Lean KPIs to bridge the gap between support functions were carried out 
simultaneously through specific kaziens. 

 



Results – deep dive 

 Re-engineered production process post horizontal deployment 
and achieved the desired throughput enhancement. Achieving 
the visual factory management across the facility 

 Bridging the gaps between support functions and manufacturing 
processes through specific Kaizens and CRM Module thereby 
ensuring Lean flow across the entire value chain. 

 Developed management information system of performance 
tracking and monitoring which included core Lean .KPIs  



Lean Tip: “A3 Problem Solving” 

A3 Problem Solving 

A3 Problem Solving is a structured problem-solving approach that embraces the Lean principles of 

Kaizen (continuous- improvement). It provides a simple and straightforward problem solving 

approach. It necessitates a use of an A3-sized paper, which is the source of its name. It is based 

upon the Plan, Do, Check, Act Method (PDCA). The A3 Report format can be used to more 

effectively communicate all of the relevant information with higher visual impact. The steps that 

are undertaken under PDCA can vary, but the results are of maximum importance. 

PLAN 

• Background 
• Problem Statement 
• Goal Statement 
• Root Cause 

Analysis 

DO 

• Countermeasures 

CHECK 

• Effect Confirmation 

ACT 

• Follow-up & 
Sustenance 



News 1: Lean Leader’s Forum 2018 

SSA International LLC, held a yet another successful conference titled 
“Lean Leader’s Forum 2018” in Muscat on Dec 12, 2018. The event 
touched upon the concepts of Lean Management and the different ways 
how it can galvanise an organization towards the path of business 
profitability.  

The forum featured illustrious speakers like the renowned management 
guru, Mr. NC Narayanan (Chairman, SSA Group), Sayyid Nasr Al Busaidi 
(Director of Business Excellence, Oman post), Abbas Al Lawati (Head IS & 
Lean transformation Lead, Oman Cables Industries), Said Al Maskery 
(General Manager, Composite Pipes Industry), Mr. Ganesh Iyer, (MD SSA 
Techknowlogies), Mr. Naveen Narayanan (MD, SSA International LLC) and 
Panel Member P Chandrasekar (Group GM, Jawad Sultan Group). The 
honorable guest speakers shared their experiences in, bringing in Lean 
Management practices and how it benefited their respective 
organizations.  

To view the recorded version of this enlightening event click on the below link:  

https://youtu.be/bTkLsx0jR8A 



News 2: The 34th Value Engineering International Conference 

SSA was one of the sponsors at the 34th Value Engineering International 
Conference by INVEST which was held in Mumbai on 7- 8 Dec at Hotel 
Ramada, Powai. The conference was attended by more than 200 
delegates from several industries such as Automobile, Manufacturing, 
Heavy Engineering, Chemical, and Constructions.  

Mr Ganesh Iyer, Managing Director had presented a paper on “Integrating 
Statistical Tools and Techniques for enhancing Value methodology 
implementation for Customer Delight! which received an overwhelming 
response from the audiences.  

To know more about our specialized solutions please visit  

www.ssa-tech.com 



Pragmatic Leader of the Month: Mr. Abbas Jamal – by Mr. NC 
In this series, I have the privilege of sharing my personal contact with few most impressive ‘Pragmatic Leaders’,   I 

came across during my consulting career. In this issue I wish to cover about Mr. Abbas Jamal, the CEO of Al Hassan 

Electricals LLC (AHE) in Muscat, Oman. Before I share about him, I wish to clarify the concept of a Pragmatic 

Leader. Such of those who may not be aware of my book “Pragmatic Leadership” published by Mc Graw Hill 

Education few years back, in which I have covered the concept of a Leader who groomed themselves through 

practical wisdom.  

Few years back, when I met Mr. Jamal, I was very impressed with his vision and foresight about the inevitable 

challenges faced by Oman manufacturing industries due to declining oil prices and fiscal deficits.  

With his benevolent leadership style, he orchestrated the Lean systems across his company right from the time an enquiry hits marketing till the 

goods are delivered. He overcame all obstacles with ease taking people along and involved SSA as a Transformation Catalyst. He not only took 

active part in the initial design & implementation phases but also knew the imminent sliding back to old thinking. To arrest this, he followed 

through audits for compliance in addition to monitoring the performance trends for 2 years.   

He shared his thoughts about his plan for AHE’s cost & quality leadership through operational excellence. I could see his determination to 

rock the boat to bring transformation through Lean management philosophy. He was also aware of the imminent resistance to change for 

bringing the desired transformation.  

Mr. Jamal is truly a Pragmatic leader as he has grown up the leader from a humble beginning and rose up to the pinnacle of the corporation 

as CEO. I admire his clarity of thinking, articulating his thoughts candidly and focusing on results as well as the means at the same time. One 

of the qualities of a Pragmatic leader is “Intrinsic Motivation” which is seen abundantly in him. I wish him all the very best for his future 

endeavors. 



“Alchemist” of the Month: Vihang Shah 

Vihang looks after the Business Development activities at SSA Techknowlogies 

in South Asia and GCC region. He is an extremely diligent person and always 

says 'YES' to any challenge thrown to him. He is not only a very good individual 

contributor but also a very good team player. His qualities such as 

earnestness, sincerity and out-of-the thinking makes him a great asset to the 

company. He is also very perceptive to changing customer needs and 

ensures our value delivery is constantly in-line with client expectations. We are 

proud of Vihang and glad to have him in the SSA family.  



Lean Awareness Certification Workshop  
21st January, 2019 

Upcoming Events 

RSVP 
Ms. Sunny Ambekar 
M: +968 9361 8376 



BUSINESS SOLUTIONS TECHNOLOGY INTERNATIONAL SPECTRUM 
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